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How fast can your child form these dots into pictures? A challenging activity book requires a
child to play against the clock. This will push a child from passive to active learning. It'll make
the game much more appealing because of the added element of pressure. Encourage your
child to share this activity book with friends!
What are these laboratory tools and how do you use them? Fuel your little scientist's
imagination by using coloring to introduce the concept of a laboratory. Coloring is an activity
that comes with many benefits, including the development of motor skills, the stimulation of
creativity and the improvement of hand and eye coordination, too. Grab a copy now!
A perfect book to have fun quality time with your children while helping them learn new words
in super fun and engaging ways! This book, "My First Transportation Words Coloring Book:
Preschool Educational Activity Book for Early Learners to Color Trucks & Cars while Learning
Their First Easy Words of Things that Go", is an educational coloring book for toddlers, either
girls or boys. It contains: 30 basic vehicle nouns that are easy enough for toddlers to
understand, accompanied by full-page big and simple illustrations for the little hands to color in
with ease and trouble-free fun. Every picture is cute, funny, or smiley, as it is meant to please
younger little angels. So, kids can familiarize themselves with the new transportation
vocabulary words whenever they add colors! Words are arranged in alphabetical order with
words summary at the end of the book. Caregivers, teachers, or even parents can use it as a
teaching resource at home or at school, or even cut out the coloring pages (non-perforated),
and glue them onto card stock to make giant picture-words flashcards colored by the little
hands. This book comes with the bonus letter tracing practice pages of every word the kids
have learnt, so it is also great for early learners who have just grasped or starting to learn how
to write. Plus! a surprise page at the end of the book that surely every child will enjoy. (Hint? It
will make them feel so proud of themselves!) "My First Transportation Words Coloring Book" is
sure to keep your little ones busy while coloring and, at the same time, gathering their new
basic words about those cars, trucks and things that go! You can give your child a head start
for school. Click "Buy Now"!
Contains four units on the body, nutrition, illness, and the five senses.
Drawing comes with several benefits. One of these is the development of fine motor skills that
will aid in the completion of tasks involving object manipulation by hand. As your child draws,
he/she begins to express what he/she imagines. Objects are given careful details so features
are learned. This way, you can understand what your child creates. How are your child's
drawing skills now?
What are the things that you can see at the construction site? These are the small items that
workers use to build buildings. It's interesting to note that knowledge of these tools might lead
to a general understanding of how buildings are created. Doesn't this the perfect book to
introduce your child to the world of engineering? Grab a copy t
Stimulate your child's creativity by working on this coloring book! Coloring gives him/her the
chance to bring out his/her creative side because it is an open form of expression. A child
would create an imaginary world and then use that to create art on paper. Don't fret too much if
your child colors outside the lines. He/she will only improve with more practice and coloring
pages!
Learning has never been so much fun! Through activities such as connect the dots, spot the
differences, and complete the mazes, children are introduced to trucks, boats, airplanes, and
more exciting vehicles. Each book includes pages of reusable stickers.

Cardiologist Joseph Lee Klapper, M.D., gives an in-depth yet accessible explanation of
cholesterol levels and explores ways to lower them. Weighing the pros and cons of a
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variety of approaches, including a holistic approach, Western medications, natural
remedies, and new methods on the horizon, he then takes you step-by-step through a
medically proven plan for shedding cholesterol points. By 2010, the leading cause of
death worldwide will be heart disease, far greater than infections, AIDS and other
killers. Explores many contemporary heart-smart diets and provides sample menus.
Important information about exercise, risk factors, statins and other Westen cholesterol
lowering medications; herbs, supplements, and natural remedies; and antioxidants,
gene therapy, and new drugs.
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order to encourage object constancy
skills, which fules the ability to determine pictures based on their features. This means
that regardless of how an artist interprets an apple, your child will also recognize it as
an apple. So what are you waiting for? Play hidden pictures today!
Reviews space program administration and coordination by NASA and DOD. Focuses
on differing roles of NASA and DOD in the development of a space program. Includes
report "Interdepartmental Coordination in the Federal Administration of Scientific and
Technological Functions" by the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of
Congress, 1959 (p. 661-745).
This Vocabulary Interactive resource contains hands-on activities for use with
interactive whiteboards or a computer and is designed to facilitate vocabulary
development. Children can construct and learn concepts for which words become
labels. In these fun, engaging, and easy-to-use activities, students can familiarize
themselves with words they encounter daily. Students will gain great enthusiasm for
words as they experiment and their vocabulary skills progress. Activity topics include
weather, community, plants, animals, health, and safety. This ZIP file includes audio,
activities, and a 16-page Teacher's Guide.
Asthma Management: Clinical Pathways, Guidelines, and Patient Educatio n is a
comprehensive disease management program designed to assist cli nicians in
diagnosing and effectively controlling asthma. It provides detailed guidelines on all
aspects of managing asthma from the initial diagnosis in the clinical examination to the
treatment strategy which may include drug therapy and lifestyle modification. This
essential r esource also includes easy-to-read patient education handouts, which t each
and encourage patients to comply with interventions, while becomi ng active
participants in managing their chronic condition.
This book focuses on the language and communication skills that as nurses and
healthcare professionals need in their professional and social situations. To facilitate
this process, the emphasis is on the necessary elements of language, namely,
listening, speaking, reading, pronunciation, non-verbal communication, writing and
intercultural communication. The book attempts to develop the language and
interpersonal skills essential for the establishment of rapport between nurses and their
patients, thus enabling them to carry out their duties more effectively and with greater
confidence.
Leading therapists and researchers have come to understand that many psychological
disorders share common features and respond to common therapeutic treatments. This
deepened understanding of the nature of psychological disorders, their causes, and
their symptoms has led to the development of new, comprehensive treatment programs
that are effective for whole classes of disorders. Unified Protocol for Transdiagnostic
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Treatment of Emotional Disorders is one such program. Designed for individuals
suffering from emotional disorders, including panic disorder, social anxiety disorder,
generalized anxiety disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, obsessive compulsive
disorder, and depression, this program focuses on helping you to better understand
your emotions and identify what you're doing in your responses to them that may be
making things worse. Throughout the course of treatment you will learn different
strategies and techniques for managing your emotional experiences and the symptoms
of your disorder. You will learn how to monitor your feelings, thoughts, and behaviors;
confront uncomfortable emotions; and learn more effective ways of coping with your
experiences. By proactively practicing the skills presented in this book-and completing
the exercises, homework assignments and self-assessment quizzes provided in each
chapter, you will address your problems in a comprehensive and effective way so you
can regulate your emotional experiences and return to living a happy and functional life.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a student
guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"--

Start and grow a durable business in the rapidly growing wellness industry!
Wellness has become one of the largest and most important business
opportunities of our age, fueled by massive societal trends, rapid technology
innovations and hundreds of thousands of wellness business entrepreneurs. It is
these independent teachers, trainers, and therapists, and studio, gym, spa and
salon owners who transforming shopping malls and downtown districts with
wellness experiences that help hundreds of millions of people live healthier,
happier lives. Whether your goal is to open a neighborhood wellness business,
work independently from home, or launch the next highly successful wellness
brand Building a Wellness Business That Lasts: How to Make a Great Living
Doing What You Love is your definitive guide. This book will teach you how to
translate your passion for wellness into a compelling business vision, weave that
vision into an effective business plan, and leverage the latest technologies to
accelerate your growth. Author Rick Stollmeyer is the Co-Founder and CEO of
Mindbody, Inc., the leading technology platform for the wellness industry. Across
more than two decades, Rick built Mindbody from a garage startup into a multibillion-dollar technology platform for the wellness industry, helping thousands of
wellness business owners achieve their visions in the process. This experience
gave Rick a front-row seat to the explosive growth of the wellness industry. He
brings that unique experience and his passion for entrepreneurialism to Building
a Wellness Business That Lasts. This book will inspire and inform you at the
same time and will serve as a powerful guide you can refer back to on your path
to success.
Preschoolers will have hours of fun with this activity-packed book. There are
puzzles to complete, simple mathematics, find objects, alphabets and more . A
great way for kids to learn while having fun.
Are you tired of buying all manner of toy cars and other vehicles for your son(s)
and are considering getting them something different this time, something that
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will engage them, something that won't bore them in the first five minutes, and
something that will unleash their creative side, make them play pretend games
and more? And are you considering leveraging their love for cars and vehicles to
something else that is equally fun, yet less costly, more educative, less cluttering,
more engaging, and more? If you answered YES, keep reading... You've Just
Discovered The Perfect Cars And Vehicles Activity Book That Will Keep Any Car
Or Vehicle Loving Child Busy And Engaged For Hours On End, Expand Their
Creativity, Improve Their Concentration And Much More! Baby boys will always
be baby boys - and they are naturally wired to love cars. From trucks to sports
cars to heavy machinery like excavators, to trains, tractors, rollers, cement
mixers to buses, fire trucks, ambulances, and more, boys love toy cars and
vehicles more than anything! But as a parent, I know just how hard it is to keep
up with your son's demand for new cars and vehicle toys, which is why I created
this perfect replacement that will not only prove effective but much better in more
ways than you can imagine! Perhaps you are wondering... So, what does this
book feature A big collection of entertaining activities to keep your boy busy with
cars Well-drawn images to make it easy for your child to understand and work
with Original artist designs Large pages to give your child enough space to work
on High-resolution printing Apart from the fun, how else will the activities in this
book help my child? Improving visual perception Developing their critical skills
such as problem-solving Enhancing concentration and fine motor skills Improving
vital analytical and logical abilities Are there images that my son can pluck once
they are done with so that we stick them maybe on the bed or some other part of
the house? Yes If you have an overactive and creative boy who loves cars and
you are looking for a cool, modern, and fun-packed car activity book, then this
well-illustrated book is perfect, as it will engage their imagination without being
too hard on him. What's more, the book is structured in such a way that it is easy
to follow and introduces more suitable challenging activities as your child
progresses - beginning with easy starters to boost his confidence and
progressing on to the challenging activities. This book is full of fun-filled activities
such as: Letter tracing (rewriting names of cars) Matching word to pictures
Writing the names of transportation Finishing the words of different transportation
Transportation word puzzles Coloring pages Mazes Word puzzles And much
more... What's more, there are solutions to the different activities or challenges at
the end of the book! Even if they are the most easily distracted kids, as long as
they love cars, this book will prove extremely useful! With this book, your boys
will be so busy that you will have some peace of mind away from your little
adorable monsters. That's not all - there is a free bonus inside! Scroll up and click
Buy Now to get a copy!
It's okay to be different. What makes Gemma different? Gemma loves to wear
sweaters, she wears them everywhere she goes. Her friends Giselle and Marvin
and her sister Rose encourage her love of sweaters throughout the year. Gemma
goes on many adventures with Giselle and Marvin as the year goes by. Join her
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as she learns to skydive, fish, paint, and a whole lot more. Gemma loves school
and reading and all she dreams about are her friends and the new adventures
they will have when they are together. Along with the reader portion join Gemma
in adventures of your own as you color in the coloring pages included at the end
of the story.
Oh no! The big bad wolf is in London! But he is no match for these three little
pigs! Staring a silly big bad Siberian Husky, the cleverest Guinea Pig this side of
a hard hat, and famous London city landmarks, this version of the Three Little
Pigs turns the classic children's story into a hilarious tale of London pride!
Includes a write your own story activity especially for children ages 3-8 who are
planning to visit, or who have recently visited, the great city of London! Looking
for a different city? Search Dr. Silly Goose for more city-specific versions of The
Three Little Pigs. Also available: Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia,
San Antonio, San Diego, Dallas, New York City, Jacksonville, San Francisco,
Austin, Seattle, Denver, Washington DC, and Boston.
Practice your decision making skills by working on these mazes. Sure, you can
decide for yourself but sometimes you get used to your daily tasks that you miss
out any other details not covered by your day-to-day. Mazes challenge your
routine and they make you a better problem solver. Believe in the benefits of
mazes. Grab a copy today!
Vroom, vroom! Super Sticker Activity: Things that Go features entertaining
activities and super cool stickers of vehicles on the move! Children ages 3 and up
will find hours of entertainment completing the activities in Super Sticker Activity:
Things that Go! From a dumptruck to a police car, each page features engaging
activities with colorful illustrations. Also included are 75 super puffy stickers of
childrens’ favorite vehicles, complete with adorable animal drivers. Super Sticker
Activity: Things that Go is the perfect activity book for sticker and vehicle lovers!
A great introduction to things that go, with beautiful illustrations and fantastic
stickers.
Activity book that covers dancing, basic math and of course fun coloring pages.
Kids will be immersed in cars, trucks, planes and more with this exciting activity book, all about
things that go--on wheels and wings and by motor. Packed full of 400 reusable stickers and
activities like designing skateboards and coloring in a busy street scene, My Car and Things
that Go Activity and Sticker Book is great for anyone seeking adventure!
The authors provide numerous insights into successful time management, arguing that
managing time is a form of self-management and showing how to plan and schedule activities
and how to conquer procrastination
Your child's mind is like a garden that needs tending. If you water it with knowledge, then it will
grow and bloom. Treat this activity book as the water that helps the garden grow. There are
plenty of exercises to do so there's no room for boredom. What are you waiting for? Secure a
copy today!
Spot, link, draw and other activities in the wonderful world of Things That Go! With wheels,
cogs, shapes and many more moving parts - you'll find stickers to add to the merry-go-round
excitement!
Are you lonely? Do you feel restless and frustrated? Is anxiety eating away your joy or
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insecurity threatening your peace of mind? These problems may be symptoms of emotional
wounds that need the healing touch of Jesus. The Source of My Strength is a moving and
personal look at the power of Christ to comfort those who hurt and to free those who are
oppressed. Sharing his own journey through emotional pain, Dr. Charles Stanley offers biblical
principles that help you: overcome pain, insecurity, frustration, loneliness, and alienation
understand how emotional burdens constrict and confine your choices in life confront painful
memories of the past find healing and hope in the promises of God If you long to live fully and
freely every day, this practical guide can help you discover your liberty in Christ. No matter who
we are today, we are poor?or lacking?in some way. We are captives to the memories of the
past and the limited expectations we have for our futures. And unless we are willing to deal
with the painful experiences that life brings our way, the pain becomes a burden and wound of
the heart. Today is a great day to ask the Lord Jesus to take off your heart the heavy load you
are carrying. ?Charles Stanley
The majority of studies on the quality of life have been conducted in Western contexts and are
based on Western participants. Comparatively speaking, there are only a few studies that have
been conducted in different Chinese contexts. Also, there are fewer QOL studies based on
children and adolescents, or studies that examine the relationship between QOL and economic
disadvantage. In addition, more research is needed to address the methodological issues
related to the assessment of quality of life. This volume is a constructive response to the
challenges described above. It is the first book to cover research in Chinese, Western and
global contexts in a single volume. It is a ground-breaking volume in which Chinese studies on
the quality of life are collected. The book includes papers addressing family QOL, quality of life
in adolescents experiencing economic disadvantage, and methodological issues in the
assessment of QOL. It is written by researchers working in a variety of disciplines.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground perception. Fineground perception is the skill that would allow children to see in-between the negative spaces.
This makes it possible to locate hidden objects, which is an important element to learning math
and reading. Don't forget to checkout with a copy of this activity book today!
Use simple sticker shapes, children add all their favorite machines and vehicles to the scenes
provided—diggers, jet planes, cars, sailboats, trucks, trains and buses... there is even a rocket
and a hot air balloon! Featuring 20 ready-drawn background scenes to populate as well as
seven sheets of draw-on stickers, Sticker Shape Draw: Things That Go is a super-fun creative
package—all children need to bring is pens or pencils and their own imaginations. Packed with
exciting vehicles to construct and decorate, Sticker Shape Draw: Things That Go will keep kids
(and parents too!) busy stickering and drawing for hours.
There's no one to tell you that you're creating incorrect color combinations. If there's one thing
that you're doing wrong, it could be your grip and the amount of control you exhibit. But that's
fine because as you continue to work on your coloring skills, your fine motor and handwriting
skills will improve as well. Color today!
Hidden picture activities should be encouraged among children because of all the benefits they
promise. For instance, hidden pictures ensures familiarization of objects and pictures based on
their features. This means that regardless of the presentation, a child would still be able to
recognize a flower, a dog, and a tables and so on. This skill is very important in learning math
and science later on. Play today!
My First Things That Go Coloring Book for Kids This is a fun first coloring book and is good for
teaching young children, especially Preschoolers, Kindergarteners and young children how to
color and learn the alphabet using vehicles and transport as a theme. The book is filled with all
sorts of vehicles and modes of transport to color, as well as activity pages for tracing the letters
of the alphabet (both upper case and lower case) and numbers. Kids will learn to recognise the
vehicle sounds, numbers and letters which makes learning the essentials more fun. All of the
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coloring pages are easy dedicating a page to each activity. This is really 4 books in one
because of the variety inside. Click to take a look. Book Features A-Z Vehicles / Transport
Coloring Book Pages for Kids Alphabet Tracing Worksheets 1-10 Number Match Activity &
Coloring Sheets Common Shapes Coloring Pages One Image to a Page for Distraction Free
Coloring 8.5" x 11" so a large canvas for little ones Excellent Learning Fun for Bright Sparks
This makes a great gift item for toddlers, pre-schoolers and young children who like to learn. .
Order your My First Things That Go Coloring Book now and don't forget to check out our other
books for kids by clicking on our Author name at the top. Get them learning early, turn them
into bright sparks.
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